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ABSTRACT

Godfrey’s Island Rule is generalized to include previously neglected dissipation on the north, south, and east
boundaries of the island as well as the eastern basin boundary. The resulting extended island rule predicts the
transport cI between the island and the eastern basin boundary when strong frictional effects alter Godfrey’s
original result. The new result is derived for a barotropic ocean with either Munk or Stommel friction and with
no bottom topography. The Munk case is marked by the interesting feature that friction enhances the flow over
a certain range of widths of the gap separating the island from the western (or eastern) basin boundary. Transport
predictions for the Munk case are compared to results based on linear and moderately nonlinear numerical
simulations. The original island rule overpredicts cI by no more than 25% unless the island is within about 3
Munk layer thickness of the east or west boundary, in which case the errors are much larger. For such cases
the extended island rule is able to predict cI within 10%, at least for the cases explored. The numerical simulations
also show the transport enhancement predicted by the extended island rule. Implications for possible frictional
blocking of the Indonesian Throughflow are discussed. The authors argue that middle-of-the-road estimates for
dM suggest lateral friction as a serious candidate for the overestimate of the Indonesian Throughflow transport
by the original island rule. Implications for the English Channel, the Mozambique Channel, and the Denmark
Strait are discussed.

1. Introduction

The Island Rule (Godfrey 1989) and its extensions
(Wajsowicz 1993, 1996; Pedlosky et al. 1997) pro-
vide for estimation of the wind-driven transport be-
tween an island and an eastern basin boundary on a
beta plane. The most notable application is the in-
direct calculation of the Indo–Pacific transport
through application of the island rule between Aus-
tralia and South America, an estimate that yields a
value of 12–15 Sv (Sv [ 10 6 m 3 s21 ). This value is
moderately greater than most modern estimates (5–
10 Sv) of the Indo–Pacific throughflow. (Wijffels et
al. 1996). The rule is now being applied to other
islands such as Hawaii (Qiu et al. 1997) and other
applications are inevitable. In addition, analytical
models of ocean circulation generally depend on the
island rule to provide boundary conditions. For ex-
ample, in a barotropic model with c 5 0 along the
basin’s eastern boundary, where c is the transport
stream function, the island rule provides for speci-
fication of c 5 c I on the island boundary. Errors in
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c I may alter interior circulation features such as
boundary currents, stagnation points, and recircu-
lations to the point of distortion of the physics. Given
the importance of Godfrey’s result in both model and
field studies, it is important to be able to anticipate
success or failure of the rule in a given setting. The
object of this work is to identify several common
situations in which the island rule breaks down due
to the presence of neglected frictional effects and to
present an extended version of Godfrey’s result that
takes these effects into account.

To further motivate the work it is helpful to provide
a brief sketch of the island rule and its underlying
assumptions. Consider an island lying in a closed bar-
otropic ocean, as shown in Fig. 1. The island rule can
be obtained by applying the circulation theorem to
the contour C, which runs around the island and ex-
tends to the eastern basin boundary, resulting in the
following integral constraint:1

1 Equation (1.1) can be derived directly from the horizontal mo-
mentum equation written in the form

2]u p |u| t
1 (z 1 f )k 3 u 5 2= 1 1 diss(u) 1 .1 2]t r 2 rH

If the tangential component of this equation is integrated around C,
the first term on the right-hand side drops out due to periodicity. The
only remaining nonlinear term z k 3 u leads to the vorticity flux
term in (1.1). For an equivalent barotropic ocean in which the upper
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FIG. 1. Definition sketches showing (a) the island and the Godfrey
integration circuit C and (b) a zonally elongated island with Munk
layer on the east coast and diffusive boundary layers on the north
and south coasts.

t
b(y 2 y )c 5 2 · t ds 2 Hdiss(u) · t dsN S I R RrC C

]
1 Huz ·n ds 1 Hu · t ds.R R]tC C

(1.1)

Here t and n are unit tangent and normal vectors to the
contour C, H is the depth, and RC ds represents the coun-
terclockwise contour integration about C. Since the ba-
sin is closed, cI is now the volume transport around the
island: that is, the transport between the island and any
basin boundary. Equation (1.1) expresses the balance
between the vorticity input by the curl of the wind stress
t , the net flux of planetary vorticity across the contour
C (left-hand term), frictional dissipation of vorticity
(second term on the right), net flux of relative vorticity
(third term on the right), and time variation of the total
circulation about C (final term). In a linear, steady flow

layer is active and the lower layer inactive, the result is the same
except that the vorticity flux is replaced by potential vorticity flux
(Pedlosky et al. 1997).

in which dissipation is weak about C, the final three
terms in (1.1) are negligible and their omission leads to
the island rule:

2 (t /r) · t dsR
Cc 5 . (1.2)I b(y 2 y )N S

The transport cI can thus be estimated by calculating
the integral of the tangential component of the wind
stress about C. As shown by Wajsowicz (1993), the C
integration can be thought of as the sum of an integration
about the island itself and an integration about a circuit
surrounding the ocean patch to the east of the island.
The second integration gives a y-averaged Sverdrup
transport to the east of the island, while the former gives
the average transport c W in the western boundary cur-
rent flowing along the east coast of the island. Since
the Sverdrup component could be calculated without
knowledge of the shape or size of the island, or of ref-
erence to (1.2), c W is the fundamental unknown re-
moved by the island rule.

A key assumption in (1.2) is the neglect of dissipation
and this is made plausible by Godfrey’s choice of in-
tegration path, which avoids coastlines that might con-
tain western boundary currents. In particular, frictional
dissipation of vorticity around the island is assumed to
occur primarily on its east coast and is assumed to be
negligible over its north, south, and west coasts. Ped-
losky et al. (1997, hereafter PPSH) explore a variety of
island circulations on a barotropic beta plane using an-
alytical and numerical techniques as well as laboratory
experiments. In a series of numerical simulations based
on the Munk model, and with various island shapes and
forcings, the island rule is generally found to overes-
timate the actual cI by a modest 0%–25%. Comparisons
based on c W yield moderately good agreement, with the
island rule overestimating the actual value of c W by, at
most, 45%. In addition, it is found that the overestimate
is primarily due to the presence of friction acting along
the north and south boundaries of the island and, to a
lesser extent, the west coast of the island and the east
coast of the basin. Other possible sources of error, such
as net relative vorticity fluxes due to eddy shedding,
boundary layer separation, and other nonlinear pro-
cesses are found to be of secondary importance.

In the study of PPSH, only two cases involving com-
plete breakdown of (1.2) are noted. The first occurs
when the island is narrow and zonally elongated (Fig.
1b), in which case frictional dissipation acting within
weak boundary layers on the island’s north and south
coasts can surpass the contribution of the local wind
stress. In this case, (1.2) is replaced by the requirement
that the net dissipation around the island must vanish,
a constraint that forms the basis for a modified transport
prediction that can be formulated using a linear Munk
or Stommel model. The transport predicted by the new
rule is always less than that predicted by the original
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FIG. 2. The Indonesian seas. The two solid bars at the lower left show the range in Munk layer thickness as
explained in section 7.

and, interestingly enough, the two predictions differ by
a modest amount (at most, 20% in the case of the Munk
model).

The second case of breakdown is more severe and
occurs when the island is placed within the range of
frictional influence of a basin boundary (Fig. 1a). The
rule of thumb here is that when the width D of the gap
separating the island from the basin is less than the
appropriate frictional boundary layer thickness (in a
Munk model: dM 5 (AH/b)1/3, where AH is the horizontal
eddy viscosity), frictional blocking of the flow will re-
duce the transport below that predicted by the island
rule. Wajsowicz (1993) has calculated the gap dissi-
pation and modified the island rule accordingly for the
case of proximity to a western boundary, a result that
will be used later in this treatment. PPSH have examined
the problem of proximity to a northern boundary nu-
merically and have noted a significant reduction of the
transport when the gap thickness D becomes less than
1.5dMa1/3, where a 5 L/(yN 2 yS) is the island aspect

ratio. These calculations would seem to have particular
relevance to the Indonesian Throughflow (Fig. 2), where
the currents must navigate gaps that may well be nar-
rower than the appropriate frictional length scale. We
examine this issue more carefully in section 7.

The purpose of this work is to extend the island rule
to include the effects of frictional dissipation on the
coastal boundaries touched by the ‘‘Godfrey’’ integra-
tion circuit C. The aim is to obtain an extended island
rule that will account for frictional modifications in the
total transport when the island is separated from the
mainland by a thin gap. The extended rule should be
expected to apply with some precision in analytical or
laboratory models, where the friction coefficients are
known. In the ocean, where parameterizations of friction
yield coefficients that are known only within a broad
range, our calculations provide the maximum gap thick-
ness below which the flow might be impeded and rough
estimates of how much the transport is reduced. The
emphasis will be on flows with lateral (Munk) friction
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FIG. 3. Definition sketches showing the wind stress distribution
and the island dimensions.

only, although the extended rule will also be written
down for a model with bottom (Stommel) friction. This
preference is due in part to the more interesting character
of results from the Munk model and also to the fact that
the bulk of the Indonesian Throughflow is confined to
the upper 400 m of the water column and presumably
insulated from the bottom over much of its path. Section
2 begins with a treatment of friction along the western
edge of the island based on the calculation of Wajsowicz
(1993). This case is particularly important when the
island lies close to a western basin boundary. Her result
is generalized to include possible proximity to an eastern
basin boundary. An interesting development here is that
friction actually enhances cI over an intermediate range
in eastern or western gap thicknesses. Section 3 con-
siders the effects of friction on the island’s northern and
southern boundaries, a problem requiring analysis of
diffusive boundary layers (Fig. 1b) that arise there.
When combined with the results of Section 2, this cal-
culation gives rise to the extended island rule.

Simulations of barotropic flow around an island based
on a barotropic, primitive equation numerical model are
then presented (Section 4) and comparison with the ex-
tended island rule are made over a range spanning linear
to moderately nonlinear dynamics. An important quan-
tity in this comparison is ratio of predicted and calcu-
lated values of c W and this is discussed in Section 5.
Section 6 contains a statement of the extended island
rule for a Stommel model. Finally, Section 7 discusses
ramifications of the calculations for the Indonesian seas,
the conclusion being that the widths of the individual
passages are probably small enough to frictionally im-
pede the throughflow.

In the text that follows all references to the island
rule or the original island rule will mean Eq. (1.2). Ref-
erences to the extended island rule will refer to the
formulas obtained here [cf. (3.7) or (6.1)] and should
not be confused with other extensions of the island rule,
such as that of Wajsowicz (1993) to multiple islands.
Finally, the term ‘‘dissipation’’ refers to vorticity (and
not energy) dissipation, as defined within the circulation
theorem. For instance, the dissipation term in (1.1) cor-
responding to an ocean with lateral friction would be

2diss(u) · t ds 5 A t ·¹ u ds, (1.3)R H R
C C

where AH is the horizontal viscosity.

2. Frictional effects in meridional gaps

Figure 3a contains a definition sketch showing the
model basin and islands, both of which are rectangular,
as well as dimensions and coordinate origins. It is now
assumed that the dynamics are linear, which requires
the appropriate frictional boundary layer thickness to
be much larger than the inertial thickness dI 5
(U/b)1/2, where U is a velocity scale based on a Sverdrup

interior flow. Then frictional effects along solid bound-
aries can be symbolically appended to (1.2) by writing

t
b(y 2 y )c 5 2 · t ds 2 D 2 D 2 D 2 D ,N S I R W N S ErC

(2.1)

where DW, DN and DS represents depth integrated dis-
sipation along the western, northern, and southern coasts
of the island, and DE represents depth integrated dis-
sipation along the segment of C lying along the eastern
basin boundary.

a. The gap to the west of the island

First consider the dissipation in the gap to the west
of the island. As shown in Fig. 3a, the gap width is
denoted by D and the island extends meridionally from
yN to yS. If D/(yN 2 yS) K 1, then the meridional velocity
component y should dominate the zonal velocity com-
ponent u in the gap and, therefore, ]/]x should be k]/
]y. The gap flow should therefore be governed by west-
ern boundary layer equations used in connection with
Munk or Stommel models (Pedlosky 1996). In the case
of a Munk model, the appropriate vorticity equation is

1 t
23c 2 d c 5 2 curl , (2.2)xxxx M x 1 2A rH
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FIG. 4. The total transport around the island cI, normalized by the
transport predicted by Godfrey’s island rule (1.2) and plotted as a
function of the dimensionless gap width. The solid curve is obtained
from the formula of Wajsowicz [1993, her Eq. (4.4)], here Eq. (2.8),
and shows the result obtained by extending the island rule to include
friction within the gap to the west of the island. The effects of friction
due to Sverdrup flow in the gap are not included. The dashed curve
shows the transport stream function for a Munk layer along the west-
ern basin boundary that is undisturbed by the island. For this curve
the horizontal axis should be interpreted as x/dM.

where c is the transport streamfunction (]c/]x 5 yH
and ]c/]y 5 2uH), t is the surface wind stress, and H
is the (constant) depth. The wind stress term in (2.2)
gives rise to a Sverdrup flow in the gap that is smaller
than the total gap transport by O(dM/LB), where LB is
the basin width. Neglect of the right-hand side would
appear, therefore, to lead to negligible error. Wajsowicz
(1993) solved the resulting homogeneous equation sub-
ject to the boundary conditions

c(0, y) 5 0 (2.3a)

(]c /]x) 5 0 (2.3b)x50

c(D, y) 5 c (2.3c)I

(]c /]x) 5 0. (2.3d)x5D

She then used the solution to calculate the dissipation
term DW in (2.1) and extend the island rule accordingly.
In order to point out some interesting and previously
unrevealed behavior this calculation is now described
in more detail.

Solving the homogeneous form of (2.2) subject to
(2.3a–d) leads to

Ï3 x
x /d 2x /2dM Mc(x, y) 5 c 1 c e 1 c cos e1 2 3 1 22dM

Ï3 x
2x /2dM1 c sin e , (2.4)4 1 22dM

where

g (D)c1 Ic 5 ,1 g (D) 1 g (D)1 2

Ï3 D2
2D /2dM2g (D) 2 sin e c1 I1 2[ ]2dÏ3 M

c 5 (2.5a)3 g (D) 1 g (D)1 2

Ï3 D1
2D /2dM2 g (D) 2 2 sin e c1 I1 2[ ]2dÏ3 M

c 5 ,4 g (D) 1 g (D)1 2

Ï31
c 5 c 2 c (2.5b)2 3 42 2

and

Ï3 D Ï3 D
2D /2d D /dM Mg 5 cos 2 Ï3 sin e 2 e1 1 2 1 2[ ]2d 2dM M

(2.6a)

Ï3 D Ï3 D
D /2d 2D /dM Mg 5 cos 1 Ï3 sin e 2 e .2 1 2 1 2[ ]2d 2dM M

(2.6b)

In a Munk model the depth-integrated dissipation
term DW is the integral with respect to y of the boundary
friction HAH]2y /]x2 from the northwest to southwest
corner of the island [cf. Eq. (1.3)]. Simplifying the in-
tegration is the fact that the homogeneous gap solution
is independent of y [an advantage that disappears when
the wind stress term is included in Eq. (2.2)]. Using
(2.4)–(2.6) to calculate (]2y /]x2)x5D and multiplying the
result by the boundary length (yN 2 yS) leads to eval-
uation of the island western boundary dissipation as

2 2D 5 2HA (y 2 y )(] y /]x )W H N S x5D

(y 2 y )bg (D)N S 25 2 c . (2.7)I(g (D) 1 g (D))1 2

Substituting this expression into (2.1) and ignoring
(for the time being), the remaining dissipation terms
leads to

2 (t /r) · t dsR (g (D) 1 g (D))1 2Cc 5 , (2.8)I b(y 2 y ) g (D)N S 1

which is equivalent to Eq. (4.4) of Wajsowicz (1993).
According to (2.8), the ratio of the transport through

the gap to the value predicted by the original island rule
is [g1(D) 1 g2(D)]/g1(D) and a plot of this function
reveals an interesting behavior. As shown by the solid
curve in Fig. 4, the value of cI matches that predicted
by island rule (the horizontal solid line) for sufficiently
large gap widths: D k dM. As D/dM is reduced to zero,
the flow becomes completely blocked (cI 5 0), as ex-
pected. However, an intermediate range exists (3.0 ,
D/dM , 6.7) where cI is actually greater than that pre-
dicted by the island rule.
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FIG. 5. Dimensionless velocity profiles in the gap to the west of
the island for (a) D/dM 5 6, (b) D/dM 5 4, and (c) D/dM 5 2, all
calculated using Eq. (2.4).

It is remarkable that friction in the gap should enhance
the transport, but the situation can be rendered more
plausible by examination of the velocity structure of the
boundary layer solution. The dashed line in Fig. 4 shows
the streamfunction one would obtain from a Munk layer
solution in a semi-infinite ocean with no island. In view-
ing this curve, one should interpret the horizontal axis
as x/dM, rather than D/dM. The solution is obtained from
(2.4)–(2.6) by letting D/dM tend toward `. The dashed
curve has a maximum at y/dM ù 3.6 and a minimum at
y/dM ù 7.3, indicating reversals of the meridional ve-
locity. That is, the boundary layer carries a unidirec-
tional flow within 3.6 Munk layer thicknesses of the
western boundary, with a band of reverse flow farther
offshore. The total transport in the nearshore band is
thereby larger than the boundary layer transport as a
whole. When the island is positioned so as to impede
the reverse flow, but not the direct flow, the total trans-
port through the gap is larger than what is carried by
the boundary layer as a whole. There are some addi-
tional subtleties, as evidenced by the fact that the dashed
and solid curves do not quite have the same zero cross-
ings, but this explanation seems to account for much of
the observed behavior.

Figures 5a–c show meridional velocity profiles based
on (2.4) in the gap for decreasing dimensionless gap
thickness. In the case of Fig. 5a (D/dM 5 6), a flow
reversal exists in the eastern sector of the gap. In Fig.
5b, D/dM has been decreased to 4, resulting in blockage
of all the reverse flow and an increase in the normalized
value of cI. In fact, Fig. 4 shows that the dimensionless
cI reaches its maximum value at about D/dM 5 4. Fi-
nally, Fig. 5c shows the result of decreasing D/dM to 2,
namely, a nearly symmetrical profile. Note that the cur-
vature of the velocity at the eastern edge of the gap is
of opposite sign from that of the Fig. 5b curve, indi-
cating opposite signs of vorticity dissipation. In the for-
mer, the dissipation retards the circulation while in the
former the circulation is enhanced.

Finally, it is noted that the transport maximum is a
peculiarity of the Munk problem: the Stommel boundary
layer velocity decays monotonically from the western
wall and the gap transport is therefore monotonically
reduced to zero as D tends to zero.

b. The gap to the east of the island

The above result can easily be extended to include
the case of proximity of the island to an eastern basin
boundary. Denoting the eastern gap thickness by DE and
redefining x 5 0 to correspond to the eastern boundary
of the island, it can easily be shown that the solution
to (2.2) is obtained by replacing cI by 2cI in (2.4) and
adding cI to the resulting formula. From this the dis-
sipation arising along the eastern portion of the circuit
C can be calculated with the result

2 2D 5 HA (y 2 y )(] y /dx )E H N S x5DE

(y 2 y )bg (D )N S 2 E5 2 c . (2.9)Ig (D ) 1 g (D )1 E 2 E

Including this additional term in (2.1) leads to an ex-
tended version of (2.8), namely,

2 (t /r) · t dsR
Cc 5 .I

g (D) g (D )1 2 Eb(y 2 y ) 2N S 1 2g (D) 1 g (D) g (D ) 1 g (D )1 2 1 E 2 E

(2.10)

Figure 6 shows the variation of the above transport
function, again normalized by the island rule transport,
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FIG. 6. The total transport around the island cI, normalized by the
transport predicted by Godfrey’s island rule, as a function of dimen-
sionless gap width when the island is moved across the entire basin.
The curve is obtained by extending the island rule to include frictional
effects on both the island’s western boundary and the basin’s eastern
boundary due to narrow gap effects [cf. Eq. (2.10)]. Frictional effects
caused by Sverdrup transport are not included, nor are frictional ef-
fects along the north or south boundaries of the island. The curve
was obtained using a basin width of 20dM and an island width L 5
3.9dM. The axis of symmetry (D/dM 5 8.05) corresponds to having
the island midway between east and west basin boundaries.

as the island is moved across the entire width of the
basin. The plot is made using a basin width of 20dM

and an island width L of 3.8dM, which is a case explored
numerically later. The curve shows the symmetrical in-
fluence of friction between the eastern and western gaps.
(The axis of symmetry D/dM 5 8.1 corresponds to the
gap thickness at which the island is midway across the
basin.)

c. Friction resulting from inclusion of the Sverdrup
flow

There is one remaining source of friction on the
western island boundary that is generally minor. It
arises from the presence of Sverdrup flow along the

western island boundary and the need for the merid-
ional Sverdrup velocity to be brought to zero at this
boundary. By considering only the homogeneous so-
lution to (2.2) we have neglected this effect. For nar-
row gaps the Sverdrup velocity is overwhelmed by
the velocity of fluid being squeezed through the gap,
and the corresponding frictional effects are weak in
comparison. For wide gaps (D/dM k 1) the effect
remains finite but generally small compared to the
other terms in the circulation integral. In this case a
local boundary correction,

t t
21 2(D2x) /dMc9(x, y) 5 b (x 2 D)curl 2 d curl eM1 2 1 2[ ]r r

can be added to the gap solution (2.4). The associated
dissipation term, which must be appended to DW , is

yN t
d curl dy. (2.11a)E M 1 2ry x5DS

A similar effect occurs along the eastern boundary of
the basin, and the corresponding dissipation term

yN t
2 d curl dy (2.11b)E M 1 2ry x5LS B

must be added to DE.
As indicated above, these expressions are valid as

long as the gap is wide (D or DE is kdM ). When D
or DM is O(dM ), the expressions are invalid; however,
the frictional effects due to the contact of the wall
with the (homogeneous) western boundary layer are
larger by a factor LB /dM than those due to the Sverdrup
flow. Thus, we may simply retain (2.11a,b) in the
circulation integral for all gap thicknesses without
incurring serious error. Also note that the sum of
(2.11a) and (2.11b) is zero if the wind stress curl is
independent of x.

Supplementing DW and DE in (2.1) by the above
amounts leads to

yN t t
2 (t /r) · t ds 2 d curl 2 curl dyR M E 1 2 1 2[ ]r rC y x5D x5LS B

c 5 . (2.12)I

g (D) g (D )1 2 Eb(y 2 y ) 2N S [ ]g (D) 1 g (D) g (D ) 1 g (D )1 2 1 E 2 E

3. The diffusive boundary layers on the north and
south coasts of the island

The western boundary current along the island’s
east coast generally has finite transport at the north
and south extremities, yN and yS , of that coast. Ac-

cording to linear theory, the flow there must turn the
corners and must join with diffusive boundary layers
along the island’s north and south coasts. The diffu-
sive boundary layers are the same as those that would
occur along a northern or southern basin boundary in
a linear Munk or Stommel model. In either case, the
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FIG. 7. Definition sketch for northern boundary layer calculation.

boundary layers tend to broaden as one moves in the
westward direction, the thickness varying as (D 11/2d S

L 2 x)1/2 in a Stommel model and (D 1 L 2 x)1/43/4dM

in a Munk model, where D 1 L 2 x is the westward
distance from the corner. These features are docum-
meted in PPSH, and the Stommel version of the bound-
ary layer is analyzed in order to calculate the dissipation
terms DS and DN in (2.1). It is also shown that decreasing
the length yN 2 yS below the mean boundary layer thick-
ness (D 1 x 2 L)1/2 leads to a situation in which DS

1/2dS

and DN dominate the dissipation in the western boundary
layer. Under these conditions, the assumptions behind
the original island rule completely break down as the
dominant terms in the circulation integral change. How-
ever, a modified formula for cI can be found that, quite
surprisingly, gives only a slightly different transport es-
timate. A modified rule is also written down, without
derivation, for the case of Munk dynamics and an in-
finitesimally thin island. The purpose of this section is
to calculate the dissipation terms DS and DN for an island
of finite width and combine the results with those of
section 2 in order to complete the extended island rule
for the Munk problem.

For islands of more general (and realistic) shapes
the analysis presented here will be pertinent over a
portion of the island perimeter. That portion consists
of any stretch of coastline that does not deviate more
than a characteristic boundary layer thickness ( L1/4)3/4dM

over the length L. So, for example in Fig. 2, the nearly
zonally oriented feature east of the Makassar Strait and,
farther south, the Indonesian Archipelago itself would
qualify.

For illustrative purposes, such stretches are encountered
only along the northern and southern boundaries of our
idealized island. Consider the boundary current on the
north coast of the island, as shown schematically in Fig.

7. The flow direction shown is eastward, but this is not
important to the overall problem. To the north of the
boundary layer exists a Sverdrup regime characterized by
transport streamfunction cS such that ]cS/]x 5 b21 curl(t/
r). On the boundary itself the value of the streamfunction
is cI. One may also anticipate from the above remarks
that the appropriate boundary layer coordinates are the
dimensionless distances j and h from the northeast corner
of the island:

D 1 L 2 x
j 5

L

and

y 2 yNh 5 .
3/4 1/4d LM

The streamfunction is now partitioned as c(x, y) 5
cS(x, y) 1 f (j, h) and substitution into the barotropic
potential vorticity equation

bcx 5 curl(t /r) 1 AH¹4c,

leads, to lowest order, to the boundary layer equation

2f j 5 f hhhh. (3.1)

The boundary conditions are
Sf(j, 0) 5 c 2 c (x, y ) (3.2a)I N

f (j, 0) 5 0 (3.2b)h

lim f(j, h) → 0 (3.2c)
h→`

f(0, h) 5 0. (3.2d)h.0

These reflect the conditions of no normal flow and no slip
at the northern boundary and of merger with the Sverdrup
interior. The final condition is more subtle and arises out
of consideration of the merger at the northeast island cor-
ner between the northern boundary layer and the Munk
boundary layer on the island’s eastern wall. Since the scale
thickness of the former ( L3/4) is asymptotically larger1/4dM

than the thickness of the larger (dM), the actual thickness
of the former must tend to zero as the northeast corner is
approached from the west. There the northern boundary
layer becomes an infinitesimally thin flow that turns the
corner and feeds the Munk layer. At any nonzero distance
north of the corner (h . 0), Sverdrup conditions pertain
and thus f must 5 0 there.

The problem posed by (3.1) and (3.2) can be solved
using the Laplace transform:

`

2tjF(t, h) 5 e f(j, h) dj.E
0

Taking the transform of (3.1) and using (3.2d) leads to

2tF 5 Fhhhh,

and the solution to this equation satisfying limh→`F 5
0 is
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1/4 1/4t h t h1/42t h /Ï2F 5 Ae cos 1 sin . (3.3)1 2Ï2 Ï2

Satisfaction of the remaining boundary conditions is
considerably simplified if it is assumed that the wind stress
curl depends only on y. In this case, the the Sverdrup
streamfunction that satisfies the condition of no normal
flow on the basin’s eastern boundary is cS 5 2b21(Lj 1

DE) . Using this expression, the Laplace trans-curl(t/r)y5yN

form of (3.2a) can be evaluated easily, with the result

21(c 1 b D curl(t /r) ) Lcurl(t /r)I E y5y y5yN NF(j, 0) 5 1 .
2t bt

With this condition and (3.2b), the coefficient A in
(3.3) can be evaluated and the inverse transform applied
to obtain

i` 21 1/4 1/4 1/4c 1 b D curl(t /r) Lcurl(t /r)1 t h t h t hI E y5y y5yN Nf(j, h) 5 1 exp 1 tj cos 1 sin dt.E 21 2 1 21 22p i t bt Ï2 Ï2 Ï22i`

(3.4)

In order to compute the dissipation term DN 5 AHH
uyy dx it is not necessary to evaluate the above in-D∫L1D

tegral. Instead, (3.4) may be differentiated with respect
to h three times and the result applied at h 5 0, which
gives ( L1/4)3Huyy at y 5 yN. The integral that appears3/4dM

in this expression may be evaluated using the inverse
transforms listed on p. 238 of Erdelyi (1954). Using the
result to evaluate DN gives

D

D 5 HA (u ) dsN E H yy y5yN

L1D

4
5 k bc 1 D 1 L curl(t /r) , (3.5)I E y5yN1 2[ ]5

where k 5 (1.560 · · · ) L1/4. At the southern boundary3/4dM

a similar expression is obtained with yN replaced by yS,
and thus

4
D 5 k bc 1 D 1 L curl(t /r) . (3.6)S I E y5yS1 2[ ]5

All of the dissipation terms in (2.1) have now been
evaluated and substitution into that equation leads, after
some rearrangment, to the extended island rule:

yN t t 4
2 (t /r) · t ds 2 d curl 2 curl dy 2 k L 1 D (curl(t /r) 1 curl(t /r) )R M E E y5y y5yN S1 2 1 2 1 2[ ]r r 5C y x5D x5LS B

c 5 .I

g (D) g (D )1 2 Eb (y 2 y ) 2 1 2kN S5 6[ ]g (D) 1 g (D) g (D ) 1 g (D )1 2 1 E 2 E

(3.7)

The assumptions of x-independent wind stress and
constant-y north and south island boundaries has been
made to simplify evaluation of the Laplace transforms
in the derivation of the diffusive boundary layer so-
lutions. Variable wind stress and boundary location
may be formally included in these derivations but the
resulting dissipation terms DS and DN will then be-
come much more complicated. We have limited dis-
cussion to the simplest case as it provides most of the
physical intuition that is likely to be gained from a
more general calculation.

Equation (3.7) accounts for frictional effects along
all solid boundaries touched by the integration contour

C. It is also natural to ask how significant the dissi-
pation is along the free sections of C, particularly
where the island’s western boundary is crossed. In view
of (1.3) the corresponding contribution to the circu-
lation integral is obtained by integrating dMAHH¹ 2u
along the segments of C that cross the gap to the east
of the island. The term ¹ 2u is dominated by the com-
ponent ] 2u/]x 2 5 2]3c/(]y]x 2), at least in the vicinity
of the western boundary layer. However, integration
over the eastern gap leads to 52 x5LB[] c/dxdy]x5D1L

, which is zero due to the no-slip boundaryx5LB[]y /dy]x5D1L

conditions. The remaining dissipation term is propor-
tional to ] 2u/]y 2 and can generally be shown to be
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negligible compared to the solid-wall dissipation
terms.2

4. Numerical simulations

The extended island rule (3.7) has been tested using
numerical solutions based on the Miami Isopycnic
Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM), documented by
Bleck et al. (1992). The model has been configured
for barotropic b-plane dynamics as described by
PPSH (section 4a) and is forced by the wind stress
distribution

t (y $ y )o, 2t p(y 2 y)o 2(x) t 5 1 1 cos , (y # y # y )1 25 6[ ]2 y 2 y2 1
0, otherwise

(4.1)

and t (y) 5 0. As shown in Figs. 3a and 3b, the wind
stress curl is independent of x and is finite only in a
latitude band extending from y1 to y2. Within that band
the curl of t is single signed and, for the experiments
that follow, always anticyclonic. The model contains
horizontal friction but no bottom friction. The general
procedure is to choose a particular wind stress distri-
bution and island shape and size, and then spin up a
steady circulation from rest. A series of such runs is
performed in which the western gap width D is varied.
In addition to D/dM, a parameter of essential importance
is the ratio of dM to the inertial thickness dI 5
(U/b)1/2, where U is a velocity scale based on the Sver-
drup interior flow. {For the wind stress defined by (4.1),
dI 5 [t 0/rb2H(y1 2 y2)]1/2.} The ratio dI/dM is a measure
of nonlinearity in the western boundary layers. A square
basin of dimensions 0 , x , 2000 and 0 , y , 2000
km is used and the limits of the band of wind stress
variation are fixed at y 5 300 and y2 5 1700 km. Finally,
the island is centered at the latitude y 5 1000 of max-
imum wind stress curl.

The barotropic version of the MICOM model solves
for the free surface height, and there is no need to
independently specify the pressure on the island. Thus
c I is determined without direct reference to the island
rule or any related integral constraints. [In a rigid lid
model, the value of c I must typically be determined
at each time step by requiring that the integral of the
dissipation around the island boundary is zero (Ka-
menkovitch 1962; Bryan 1969).] In addition, the grid
spacing and Munk layer thickness are fixed at 20 km
and 100 km so that all frictional boundary layers are

2 Some exceptions occur when the island dimensions are as small
as the boundary layer thickness dM. In this case, however, all the
dissipation terms are small and the island rule reduces to the Sverdrup
relation.

well resolved. Tests of numerical accuracy against a
linear, analytical solution were performed by PPSH
(see their section 5iii), and agreement with the pre-
dicted c I within 1% was found for sufficiently small
d I .

Figure 8a shows a reference calculation with a 380
km by 800 km island, dI 5 20 km, dM 5 100 km, and
D 5 600 km. Since dI/dM is only 1/5, the dynamics are
relatively linear. To the east of the island lies a rather
broad, southward3 Munk layer and, farther east, a south-
ward Sverdrup flow. The flow in the Munk layer turns
the corner without separation and continues westward
along the south edge of the island. Upon reaching the
western edge of the island, the boundary flow detaches
and continues on to the western basin boundary where
it is absorbed into a northward Munk layer. In the eastern
portion of the gap separating the island from this western
boundary lies a band of southward flow similar to that
of the Fig. 5a velocity profile (which also has D/dM 5
6). The original island rule [Eq. (1.2)] estimate of the
total transport cI is 15.2 Sv whereas the actual cI is
12.6 Sv.

In Fig. 8b the situation is identical except that the D
has been decreased to 400 km. The band of reverse
(southward) flow in the gap has been eliminated and the
total transport has increased to 16.3 Sv. Although the
island rule also predicts an increase in transport (to 17.4
Sv), it is proportionally smaller than the actual increase.
(The reason that the island rule predicts a transport in-
crease is that some of the southward flow in the D 5
600 km gap is Sverdrup transport. Moving the island
westward cuts down on the southward Sverdrup trans-
port in the gap and, at the same time, increases the
southward Sverdrup transport to the east of the island,
rendering a larger total anticyclonic transport around
the island.)

Finally, Fig. 8c shows the effects of increasing non-
linearity in the Fig. 8a setting, though not to the point
of making the flow unsteady. Here d I has been in-
creased from 20 to 100 km resulting in a north–south
asymmetry. The transports here are unrealistically
large (380 Sv predicted by the island rule and 312 Sv
calculated numerically) but the ratio of actual to is-
land rule transport is nearly the same as in the linear
counterpart (Fig. 8a). This result is consistent with
the findings of PPSH that it is mainly friction and not
nonlinearity that accounts for departures from the is-
land rule.

Figures 9a and 9b show actual cI, normalized by the

3 Readers familiar with PPSH might remark on the absence of a
closed recirculation along the eastern boundary of the island. Such
a feature is possible when the wind stress curl reaches an extreme
value within the latitude band of the island, as ours does, and always
occurs under this condition when the island thickness L is zero. The
lack of a closed recirculation here is due, among other things, to the
substantial contribution of the wind stress along the northern and
southern boundaries of the island in (1.1).
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FIG. 8. Steady streamfunction contours obtained from a barotropic
version of the MICOM model with the anticyclonic wind stress curl
distribution shown in Fig. 2 and with dI 5 20 km and dM 5 100 km.
The gap thicknesses are (a) D 5 600 km, (b) D 5 400 km, and (c)
D 5 600 with dI increased to 100 km.

corresponding original island rule cI, for several sequences
of experiments in which the island is brought successively
closer to the western boundary. Figure 9a summarizes the
results for experiments using the Fig. 8 island and forcing,
with the open circles representing the ‘‘linear’’ case dI/dM

5 0.2 and the solid dots representing the ‘‘nonlinear’’ case
(dI/dM 5 1.0). As noted by PPSH, nonlinearity does not
lead to significant changes in the (normalized) transport.4

The transport given by the original island rule (1.2) is
indicated by the horizontal line and the transport predicted
by the extended island rule (3.7) is indicated by the curve.
For the experiments summarized in Fig. 9b, all parameters
are unchanged except that the island is now only 180 km
by 180 km and only the linear setting dI/dM 5 0.2 is
explored. This smaller island was analyzed to evaluate the
effect of making the gap less oblong and thereby wors-
ening the approximation ]/]x k ]/]y.

When the island is well separated from the western
boundary (D/dM . 3) the transports are within 75% of
the value predicted by the island rule, and this is con-
sistent with the findings of PPSH. As the island is moved
within several values of dM of the western boundary,
the transport temporarily increases, then decreases, as
predicted. For smaller separations the transport is re-
duced well below the island rule value. Agreement with
the extended island rule is very good in most cases. One
exception occurs in the case of the smaller island (Fig.
9b) when D/dM 5 8, where the improvement over the
original island rule is only marginal.

5. Comparison with island western boundary layer
transport

To an investigator of field cases, the primary unknown
removed by the island rule is not the total transport but
rather the transport in the island’s western boundary
current. That is, the Sverdrup component of the circu-
lation between the island and the basin’s eastern bound-
ary can always be computed without any reference to
the island, and the only component left is the western
boundary layer transport. This idea can be formalized
by setting

4 Equation (1.1) shows that violations of the island rule due to
nonlinearity arise in the form of relative vorticity fluxs u ·zdn. One
expects that these fluxes will be largest in the island’s western bound-
ary layer, where u ·zdn . y]y /]x. However, the integral of the latter
across the eastern gap vanishes due to the no-slip boundary condi-
tions. The meridional flow in the gap therefore has zero net vorticity
flux to lowest order.
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FIG. 9. The total transport around the island cI, normalized by the
transport predicted by the island rule, as a function of dimensionless
gap width. The open circles show values from numerical simulations
with dM 5 100 km and dI 5 20, while dI has been increased to 100
km for the solid dots. The horizontal line shows the value predicted
by the original island rule (1.2) while the curve shows the values
predicted by the extended island rule (3.7). The results pertain to the
(a) larger 380 km by 780 km island and (b) the smaller 180 km by
180 km island.

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 8 except the transports shown are the average
transports in the western boundary layer on the island’s east coast,
normalized by the western boundary layer transport predicted by the
original island rule. The curves labled XIR correspond to the extended
island rule [Eq. (3.7)] while the curve in (a) marked EW shows the
theoretical value obtained by considering friction only in the gaps
[see Eq. (2.10)].

cI 5 c S 1 c W,

where c S represents the meridional average over yN ,
y , yS of the total Sverdrup transport between the island
and the eastern basin boundary, and c W is the meridional
average of the western boundary layer transport. Then
c W may be considered the fundamental unknown.

Figures 10a and 10b are identical to 9a and 9b except
that c W is used as the basis for comparison. When the
island is well separated from the western basin bound-
ary, the measured c W (dots and circles) now differ from
the island rule c W (horizontal line) by as much as 85%.
This error is somewhat larger than that observed by
PPSH due to the larger value of dM used here (100 km
compared to the 40 and 20 km used by PPSH). Of
course, this error is only important when c W constitutes
a significant portion of c I, a matter that must be judged
on a case-by-case basis. When c W is not a significant
portion of the total, use of the island rule is probably
not required to begin with.

The solid curves labled XIR in Figs. 10a and 10b

correspond to c W predicted by the extended island rule
(3.7) and are obtained from that equation by subtracting

2 (t /r) · t dsR
S C9

c 5
b(y 2 y )N S

from the right-hand side. Here C9 is the contour en-
closing the ocean area to the east of the island. For gap
thicknesses D/dM # 4, the numerical values of c W are
well predicted by this formula, with errors less than
about 20% in all but one case. For wider gaps, the
impovement over the original island rule is good to fair.
Finally, the curve labeled EW in Fig. 10a represents Eq.
(2.12), which accounts for friction in the gap but not
on the north or south boundaries of the island. As ex-
pected, the error in neglecting the north–south boundary
friction is noticable only for gaps wider than about 3dM.
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6. Stommel model
Construction of an extended island rule for Stom-

mel flow with bottom friction proceeds from (2.1) in
the same manner as before. The flow field is composed
of Sverdrup interior regions, Stommel layers on east-
facing boundaries, and diffusive layers on the north
and south coasts of the island. The Stommel layer

contains no recirculation and, in contrast to the Munk
model, there is no increase in the value of c I (relative
to the original island rule value) as the gap is nar-
rowed. Derivation of the dissipation terms DE , DW ,
etc., is described in the appendix. After substitution
into (2.1) and some rearrangement, the following ex-
tended rule is obtained:

2
2 (t /r) · t ds 2 k L 1 D [curl(t /r) 1 curl(t /r) ] 2 DR S E y5y y5y SN S1 23C

c 5 , (6.1)I 2D /d 21 2D /d 21S E Sb{(y 2 y )[(1 2 e ) 1 (e 2 1) ] 1 2k }N S S

where kS 5 2(dSL)1/2/ p, dS 5 Df /bH in which Df isÏ
a linear bottom drag coefficient, and DS is given by Eq.
(A.6).

If the gap to the east or west of the island is tilted at
a small angle, u, with respect to y (but sill has constant
width), one can formulate a rule similar to (6.1) or (3.7)
by replacing b by b cosu in those dissipation terms
effected. For example, if the gap to the west of the island
is tilted, one would make this replacement in the dis-
sipation term DW, as defined by (2.7) for the Munk
model or by (A.2) for the Stommel model. This situation
is discussed by Wajsowicz (1993).

7. Discussion and application to the Indonesian
Throughflow

A limitation in the application of our results to real
ocean islands is that (3.7) or (6.1) requires knowledge
of the dissipative length scales dM or dS, both of which
are known only within broad ranges. As an example of
what can and cannot be said about specific islands and
gaps, consider the throughflow of the Indonesian seas
(Fig. 2). The bulk of the Pacific-to-Indian Ocean trans-
port is thought to cross the equator in the Makassar Strait
(sill depth ø 550 m, minimum width ø 120 km) with
a smaller portion passing through gaps of similar width
in the Ceram and Molucca Seas to the east (e.g., Kindle
et al. 1989; Masumoto and Yamagata 1996; Metzger
and Hurlburt 1996). According to Wyrtki, the primary
choke point for the eastern component of the flow is
the Lifamatola Strait (sill depth ø 2000 m, width ø 90
km). Farther to the south, the flow encounters the In-
donesian archipelago where it must filter through even
thinner gaps. According to Molcard et al. (1996) the
transport is carried in three main branches. Two occur
in the Lombok Strait (minimum width ø 20 km, sill
depth ù 300 m) and the Ombai Strait (minimum width
ø 30 km, sill depth ø 1100 m), both labeled in Fig. 2.
The third branch had been directly measured south of
Timor (Molcard et al. 1996) and filters through straits

lying to the east, and perhaps north, of Timor. The max-
imum width of these straits is about 100 km, but the
distribution of flow is unknown.

Although the throughflow is not barotropic, the bulk of
the transport is thought to be confined to the upper 200–
300 m (Wyrtki 1961; Murray and Arief 1988; Fieux et al.
1994). An equivalent barotropic model with active upper
layer and inactive lower layer might therefore serve as a
good first approximation to the flow. As pointed out earlier,
the results derived herein are equally valid (under linear
conditions) for an equivalent barotropic model. Of the
straits mentioned above, only the Lombok has a sill as
shallow as 300 m, and we will therefore focus on lateral
friction, rather than bottom friction, as a possible blocking
mechanism.

According to the theoretical and numerical results pre-
sented herein, significant blocking of a throughflow will
occur when the gap thickness D becomes less than about
3dM. Based on published estimates of the value of the
horizontal eddy viscosity (Bryan 1987; Brown and Owens
1981), dM ranges from 10 to 100 km. However, the ob-
served widths of western boundary layers are rarely less
than 100 km, as can be verified by examining hydrographic
sections across the Gulf Stream, Kuroshio, Malvinas,
Agulhas, and Brazil Currents.5 It is certainly possible that
this 100 km represents an inertial length scale dI 5 (U/
b)1/2, where U is a velocity scale based on the Sverdrup
interior. However, even an optimistically large U of 2 cm
s21 yields dI # 35 km for mid- or low-latitude values of
b. So it is quite possible that observed larger thicknesses
reflect a frictional process. Indeed, the absence of obser-
vations of surface western boundary layer thickness as
small as 35 km argues that we consider the upper range
of estimates of dM. Since the decay scale of the Munk
profile is 2dM, a conservative choice would be dM 5 50

5 The references to such sections are too numerous to be mentioned.
However, a fine reference list appears in the review paper of Hogg
and Johns (1995).
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km, or half the typical minimum observed thickness. This
value also lies in the middle of the possible range based
on eddy viscosity estimates. The value of D below which
frictional blocking would occur is then three times the
minimum value in this range, or 150 km. The latter is
indicated by the longer bar in the lower, left-hand portion
of Fig. 2. It is greater than the width of the thinnest gap
through which any branch of the Indonesian Throughflow
must pass. Also indicated in Fig. 3 is a smaller bar having
a length of 30 km, which is 3dM for the smallest dM (510
km) suggested by eddy viscosity estimates. This value is
larger than the minimum widths of the Ombai and Timor
passages but not the other passages mentioned above.

The original island rule assumes negligible dissipation
on the western boundary of the island, which in turn re-
quires that the gap to the west of the island be sufficiently
large. Other islands and gaps may exist far to the west of
the island but these are of no consequence as long as the
gap to the immediate west of the island is large. As pointed
out by Wajsowicz (1996), the entire flow to the west of
the island may pass through the smaller gaps and may
experience local dissipation, but this does not invalidate
the island rule. In the case of the Indonesian Throughflow,
it might be possible to find a path through the Indonesian
seas that avoids passing through any gap narrower than
3dM. In Fig. 2, such a path might follow the Lifamatola
Strait southward and then pass through one of the straits
to the east of Timor. Suppose that the gaps farther to the
east (such as the passages to the east of Halmahera) are
much smaller than 3dM. Then the magnitude of the
throughflow could be estimated by applying the island rule
along a contour that hugs the coastlines immediately to
the east of the path. (Note that the throughflow itself would
not necessarily follow this path.) This estimate would ob-
viously miss any transport passing through the minor gaps
lying to the east of Halmahera. In any case, the range in
the above estimates of dM make it difficult to determine
whether such a path exists.

In summary, midpoint estimates for dM suggest lateral
friction as a serious candidate for the overestimate of
the Indonesian Throughflow transport by Godfrey’s is-
land rule. Estimates of dM in the lower range of ac-
ceptable values suggest frictional impedance in the
Lombok and Ombai Straits, but not necessarily the
straits to the east of Timor. In this case, evaluation of
frictional effects must await better observations of the
partitioning of these three branches of the throughflow.
Also, there certainly are other influences, such as bottom
topography and baroclinicity, which may lead to de-
partures from the original island rule.

One can apply the same ideas to assess the strength
of friction in other oceanographically important gaps. For
example, the Mozambique Channel (between Africa and
Madagascar) is .300 km wide for depths .200 km. It
is therefore unlikely that the western edge of Madagascar
experiences much dissipation, implying that the original
island rule may apply. Quite the opposite is true for the
20-km-wide English Channel, which by the above esti-

mates, must experience significant dissipation on its east-
ern side. With depths generally ,200 m, the English
Channel also must experience significant dissipation due
to bottom friction. In fact, a typical bottom drag coef-
ficient Df 5 5 3 1024 m s21 combined with a bottom
depth scale H 5 100 m gives a Stommel boundary layer
thickness dS 5 Df /bH 5 250 km. According to (6.1)
dissipation due to bottom friction should come into play
when the gap thickness is $dS, and this condition seems
well satisfied. The Denmark Strait is harder to judge due
to the extreme topographic variations. There is a central
trough with depths .500 m, which narrows to about 30
km, and lateral friction could be significant for the flow
confined to this trough. The wetted width of the strait is
about 800 km, much of it occupied by depths ranging
from 100 to 500 m. The Stommel thickness correspond-
ing to Df 5 5 3 1024 m s21 ranges from 50 to 250 km
over this depth, and it is therefore less likely that bottom
friction would cause a serious violation of the island rule.
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APPENDIX

The Extended Island Rule for Flow with
Bottom Friction

The procedure for calculating the dissipation terms
DW, DN, etc., in (2.1) is similar to that used for the
Munk problem. In the gap to the west of the island, the
flow is governed by

2] c ]c t
21 211 d 5 HD curl , (A.1)S f2 1 2]x ]x r

(Pedlosky 1996). Here Df is the bottom drag coefficient
and dS 5 Df /bH is the Stommel western boundary layer
thickness. Also, the dissipation is now proportional to
the tangential velocity along along the solid wall:

diss(u) 5 2Dfu/H.

Solving (A.1) subject to the boundary conditions c 5
0 at x 5 0 and c 5 cI at x 5 D and using the solution
to evaluate the dissipation along the west coast of the
island leads to

yN

D 5 D y(D, y) dyW f E
yS

Db(y 2 y )c DfN S I5 1 1 2
D /d 2 D /dS S[ ](e 2 1) bH d (e 2 1)S

yN

3 curl(t (D, y) /r) dy, (A.2)E
yS
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where the wind stress is assumed to be x independent.
The first term on the right-hand side of (A.2) was ob-
tained by Wajsowicz 1993 [see her Eq. (4.2)] by solving
the homogeneous version of (A.1). The second term re-
flects the effects of Sverdrup flow in the gap and is likely
to be significant only for wide gaps. In the gap to the
east of the island a similar calculation gives

Db(y 2 y )c DfN S I ED 5 2 1 2E D /d 2 D /dE S E S[ ](e 2 1) bH d (e 2 1)S

yN

3 curl(t (L , y) /r) dy. (A.3)E B

yS

As in the Munk problem, the flow along the north
and south island coasts is contained in a diffusive layer.

This layer is analyzed by PPSH, and the boundary layer
solution [their Eq. (2.34)] can be used to calculate the
dissipation terms

2 t
D 5 bk c 1 k L 1 D curl (A.4)N S I S E1 2 1 23 r

y5yN

2 t
D 5 bk c 1 k L 1 D curl , (A.5)S S I S E1 2 1 23 r

y5yS

where kS 5 2(dSL)1/2/ p.Ï
After substitution of all dissipation terms into (2.1)

and some rearrangement, the following extended rule
(6.1) is obtained. In the latter, the following shorthand is
used:

y yN ND DD Df f ED 5 1 2 curl(t (D, y) /r) dy 2 1 2 curl(t (L , y) /r) dy. (A.6)S E E B2 D /d 2 D /dS E S[ ] [ ]bH d (e 2 1) bH d (e 2 1)S Sy yS S
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